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EXECUTIVE

With his vision of a decentralised money supply, supposedly Satoshi Nakamoto gave the 

world a new tech : the blockchain. At first, it has started to change the conception of the 

financial system but this tech is revolutionizing the whole digital universe. 

Everything started in 2009 with the introduction of Bitcoin. Since then, hundreds of 

cryptocurrencies and tokens have been created and are now part of the crypto market. 

This market reached his apogee in late 2017 by reaching the value of more than 700 

billions of dollars. Some analysts even predict it will grow by 4 to 5 times by the end of 

the year. We are at the beginning of an new era. 

Now that it goes mainstream, the tokenization process is in progress and we will see an 

increase of the number of crypto-currency owners. It will be a unique part of our financial 

system within the next few years. 

As part of this adventure, we want to bring cryptocurrency in the simplest way for you.  

OUR MISSION
Imagine a platform that would give you full access to all of your crypto assets from 

multiple wallets. A platform that would alert you on the opportunities that might come 

up on a specific exchange regarding your strategic profile. All of the means to help 

you increase your performance and get the best results. 

With BlackFol.io not only will you get to manage your assets and place order, but you 

will also benefit the experience of other successful traders, by following their 

strategies and performances and sharing informations with them. 

Last but not least, as tax laws on capital gains are not yet equal depending on your 

country, we provide a tax calculation to generate your Tax declaration form.  
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1. BLACKFOL.IO

1.1 What will BLACKFOL.IO bring to the crypto industry?

Cross Exchange Trading

Social dimension and Mirror Trading

Find the best trading market pairs 

Place sell & buy orders

Multiple exchanges available

Share profile (Public/Private) 

Bid to mirror trade a selected user on a chosen trading 

pair 

Follow traders and their strategies  

1

2

Hype is a real factor on crypto investment. 
Traders need to be able to share analyses, 
strategies and hypothesis. In this matter, we 
created a market place where users can sell 
limited number contracts we call "slots".  

Slots are won by the highest bidder (other users). 
95% of the contract value is due to the user and 
the 5% goes to the ecosystem (learn more section 
4.5).
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A.I Monitoring Assistance

Get updates on any news regarding specific cryptos and markets 

Access instant cryptocurrency speculation from social medias like 

Facebook or Twitter 

3

Artificial Intelligence offers big opportunities 
to crypto market. We aim to get the bests results 
by modeling user's behaviours, market datas and 
social network. 

Our A.I pane gives you relevant informations 
regarding your strategy, in case you plan to buy 
or sell on a specific market pair for example. 

For this to come up, BlackFol.io is using IBM 
artificial intelligence named Watson as we use 
Machine Learning.

Facebook, Twitter and social networks release 
viral informations regarding cryptocurrencies. 
By monitoring these networks, we are able to tell 
our users which coin to focus for a hype, or to be 
careful on a loss of interest.
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Connected portfolio and transactions monitoring

Simplified viewing over your investments and your last 

transactions  
4

Privacy & security
We will not ask for your own wallets private keys (only OAuth API 

pairing) 

We don't monetize any personal information 

You choose your privacy settings 

 Security is important to us as we are raising BlackFol.io to meet 

the best standards

5

Our combined asset's transaction list gives 
an understandable view of where, when 
and what you invested in. 

The cryptocurrency market has a complex 
profit & loss calculation due to the 
multiple pairing. 

Everyone should be able to easily 
compare the average price paid for a 
coin or token, and how much the profit is.
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1.2 Why will you benefit from using Blafkfol.io ? 

1.3 Social media : it’s time to connect !

Are you an expert in cryptocurrency ? Passionate about cryptos ? Or maybe you are 

not familiar with this new world yet and you’d like to know more. Either way, regarding 

your profile you will benefit from using BlackFol.io and here is why :  

  

We believe that sharing experience and knowledge is a great way to learn and 

evolve. On the final phase of BlackFol.io we want you to be able to choose to share 

your profile, your performance and your portfolio's distribution with other traders. 

Doing so will allow you to follow all sorts of profiles and strategies, put them in 

comparison with your own. You might find some helpful tips to grow your profits. 

Of course it is optional and you don’t have to share your informations with the 

community if you don’t want to. It’s completely up to you ! 

Social medias have a large influence towards the market. Any new information can 

affect a crypto and his worth. By having knowledge of any striking news that might 

affect your investments, you hold the key to decide to revise or not your strategy. With 

our platform you won’t need to seek informations, they will be available on your 

dashboard depending on your profile as we are using IBM Watson Learning Machine.  

Beginner : discover the world of cryptocurrency one step at a time. Buy your first 

cryptos and start following their fluctuations. Select others you might be 

interested in and get instant updates on all of the them to elaborate your strategy.

Intermediate : you should already have a strong knowledge of the crypto world and 

you probably have wallets on multiple platforms already. By using Blackfol.io you will 

have instant access to all of your cryptos, including your exchange balance. An easy 

way to keep a clear perspective and manage your portfolio in one place.  

Advanced : you are an expert and you have a clear strategy regarding your 

investments and interests. Level up by being alerted on every fluctuation regarding 

your favorite cryptos thanks to our AI tool and adapt your strategy with all 

knowledge. 
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3. TECHNICAL PROCESS

Blackfolio user interface 

Blackhub

External exchanges

Third party apps

Black explorer

Users can login to BlackFol.io with their credentials by using a desktop browser or mobile 

device. Their accounts are backed with GOOGLE 2FA.

The auth is performed by API connections. The user will be guided on how to generate API 

credentials on each exchange.

Checking, validating, dispatching any action and transaction made through Blackfol.io's 

portal. This is the core of the Blackfol.io's portal.

Black explorer is performing multiple 24/7 monitoring such as : 

Third party apps can connect to blackfol.io API into public or private OAuth access with 

delegated rights. BlackFol.io users can define API in the account settings. 

Public access : 

Private access :  

Multiple blockchains crawler to get users wallet balances and transactions

Social network monitoring to get infos about coins activity on Facebook, Twitter and 

more

Cryptocurrencies market datas (value, quantity, availability, distribution, etc).

Widgets to display a public user relative portfolio distribution

User's balance 

Market datas 

And more 
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4. BLACK Tokens
The launch of BLACK tokens will make possible the continual improvement of the 

BLACKFOL.IO core and will be used as a mean of payment within a monthly based 

subscription.

4.1 Supply and Token sales 

Bounty 

4% Team 

8%

Founders 

8%

Reserve 

16%

ICO 

53%

Advisors 

1%

Airdrop 

10%

Artificial inteligence
We will use anonymous datas to provide models of performed actions. It will assist users to 

spot relevant markets and information before taking actions on the market.

MAX supply : 600 000 000 Tokens 

Base token Price : 0.04 USD 

ICO Allocation : 318 000 000 Tokens 

Whitelist : 25% off public price first day  

prior ICO 

Starts on : 25/03/2018 - 00h00 UTC 

Ends on : 30/04/2018 - 00h00 UTC 

Min Investment  : 100 $ 

Soft Cap : 1,5 M$ 

Hard Cap : 15,120 M$
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Why do we Airdrop ? 

We are putting all our efforts 

to become one of the main 

service of a crypto user. 

Airdropping 2,4M$ tokens 

allow us to reach +100 000 

token holders. After our 

airdrop started, we received 

hundreds of encouraging 

messages. Our goal is 

on it's way !



 The referral program starts on the third day after ICO starts and gives the referer + 10 % 

bonus BLACK. Referral tokens will be generated at the end of the ICO. 

As a fintech business 

software, we concentrate 

most of our expenses on 

our development team. 

Our fees are strictly 

managed to perform the 

most awesome product. 

Partnerships are also 

important as we negotiate 

with the biggest 

blockchain companies. 

The monthly subscription will be scalable and is being constantly reviewed reguarding to 

the BLACK value. We will valorize BLACK at 0.1 $ for the subscription.

Starting on Q4 2018 at public release. 

4.2 Referral Program

4.3 Fund allocation

4.4 Monthly subscription

Development 

62%
Marketing 

12%

Op costs  

11%

Partnership 

12%

Legal & Security 

3%

Beginner AdvancedIntermediate

20 BLACK 
≈ 2.00 USD 

 

30 BLACK 
≈ 3.00 USD

40 $BLACK 
≈ 4.00 USD
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Mirror trading earnings 

Regarding your profile, your experience on Blackfol.io and your performance, you will be 

able to sell slot contracts on market trading pairs to other users and get paid in Black 

tokens on a monthly basis. 

4.5 Black market contract Ecosystem

The number of slots is limited regarding trader seniority and performances (which is 

defined by the ecosystem and increasing every month) 

Set a minimum price and launch a 48 hour auction to attract interested users (1 slot = 

1 copy trader)  

Contracts are limited to 30 days 

Earn 95% of the earnings, 5% goes to the blackfol.io to maintain the eco-system.  

Copy traders expanses 

By winning a bid on a slot from other traders, you will be able to manually/automatically 

follow their strategies on specific cryptos market pair regarding your wallet. You will be 

alerted when a trader has available slots contract and you will be allowed to bid to 

obtain the contract. Only accepted bids is withdrawing BLACK from your account. 
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4.8 Exchange Listing applying to

4.7 Legals & KYC

4.6 Fixed ETH price 

We are making our best efforts to be listed on the following exchanges after the ICO.

Blackfol.io is currently hosted by S.G.N.C Limited society which is based in New- 

Caledonia under the business number : RCS 1 279 041 - 001. 

KYC during ICO are here to protect investors as we might be asking for a valid I.D due to 

specific country laws. 

U.S & Chinese citizens are not allowed to participate in this Initial Coin Offering.

To prevent market volatility, we want to secure investors by fixing the ETH price 

to $800 per ETH. This is meanning that investors gets more invest power. You get more 

BLACK for the same amount of ETH. If prices goes over $800 value, the new value will be 

taken to calculate the amount of BLACK tokens you will get.
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5. TEAM MEMBERS

Co-founder - CEO 

CHARLY MONTES

Co-founder - CTO 

GAËL SAUTRON

Chief Financial  

Analyst 

EDOUARD JOUËT

Creative Producer

LOUIS TAURU

Chief Marketing  

communications  

Officer

MARIE DI MAGGIO

Chief Design  

Officer

NICOLAS YANAÏ

Charly founded his first company at the age of 18 and 
keeps being curious on new tech everyday. 
Interested in possibilities of the blockchain 
technology, he coded the first core of Blackfol.io and 
tested it on his personal use. 

Developer analyst and hard passionate coder. Before 
joining the team he spent several  years developing 
accounting software.  

Australia, Ireland, France are the countries where he 
has accomplished financial: auditing, restructuring 
and optimization as a BIG4 collaborator. Perfectionist 
and a multidisciplinary experiences in finance, 
Edouard is the key for a better financial performance 
tool for your assets. 

As the head of a successful coding business Louis is 
the guy in charge of performing and developing  
BlackFol.io forks. 

After several years working as a business advisor 
and assisting  companies in tax-lease, Marie decided 
to go back to her first love  and is now a full-time 
web editor. She is in charge of our marketing and 
communication strategy.

Convinced that design is the 21st century game 
changer, he challenged several projects for the 
advertising Industry. Now he tends to create 
experience that matters through scope of UX and UI 
Design for B2B Companies. Nicolas brings a real 
value as Chief designer.



6. ADVISORS

Quentin is a technical expert in accounting, financial 
and reporting framework across several continents 
(Europe, America, Oceania). He has more than 12 
years of experience as an external auditor and 
technical accounting advisor for PwC and Deloitte 
across a wide range of industries such as biotech and 
fintech. He is distinctly skilled in IPO transition, 
venture capital investment and complex accounting 
treatment. He also has in-depth knowledge of public 
accounting and internal control framework 

With  14 years of experience in banking companies, 
she has a strong knowledge about multiple profile of 
client’s needs. She thinks Blackfol.io is the perfect 
accounting web portal for retail investment. 

Former organization advisor for 10 years, he is a self- 
made man and owns multiple companies in Australia 
and in New-Caledonia. He is a crypto investor and 
thinks Blackfol.io adds a real value to the market. 

Chloé has 9 years of experience as a legal auditor and 
technical advisor in the PwC and RSM law firms in the 
banking and insurance sector in Europe and Oceania. 
With her experience, she is now an independent 
chartered accountant in Paris. 

+10 years Financial  

Senior manager  

Ex PWC and Deloitte 

QUENTIN HUGON

Bank Manager  

and VIP Banking 

ISABELLE FAY

Multiple business  

owner  

Business Angel 

ANTOINE MONTES

Charted accountant 

Ex PWC

CHLOÉ LUCIANI


